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DO YOU HAVE A TRUE FRIEND? 

ABSTRACT

Do you have a true friend in this world? Someone you can speak with as you speak with yourself, with no 
defenses and no fears? Someone you can totally trust? 

This week’s Torah reading teaches us – through the story of  Joseph – the meaning of  true friendship.

From it we learn a surprising element in discovering friendship: We ought not wait until people are nice to us 
to extend love and friendship to others. We find a friend by becoming a friend.

A powerful story with the Rebbe captures this message. It also teaches us the role of  a Rebbe and of  Chassi-
dus – which many people wonder about, and is especially appropriate to speak about today as we come from 
Yud Tes Kislev.

However, like everything precious, being and friend and seeking out a friend, takes effort and courage. The 
good news is that Joseph pioneered and paved the way for us. His efforts to reach his brothers with love and 
friendship opened the door for all of  us.

Even when faced with hostility and apathy, we can reach out, we can and must be proactive, and we can break 
through and not only bring friendship into this lonely world, but also eliminate the dark and hostile forces of  
resistance.

 

1. A Friend in Need (Joke)

Two friends were camping in the woods when a huge brown bear suddenly appeared in the clearing about two 
hundred feet in front of  them. The bear saw the campers and turned in their direction. 

One of  the two started frantically lacing up his sneakers. 

His friend scoffed, “Sneakers won’t help you outrun that bear.”

He answered, “I don’t need to outrun the bear. I just need to outrun you.”

And speaking of  friends … 
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2. Joseph, the Friend

This week’s Torah reading teaches us – through the story of  Joseph – the meaning of  a true friend. Let us 
discover what that is.

To begin with who was Joseph? 

The son of  Jacob and his beloved Rachel, of  course, but we get a deeper sense of  his character and spiritual 
importance when we analyze his name.

The name Joseph – or Yosef  – comes from the Hebrew word hosafah, which means “addition/growth.” And it 
accurately describes Joseph’s focus on self-improvement and spiritual growth. Further, as the Torah begins the 
story of  Joseph1,  it makes a point of  telling us that he was 17, which is the numerical value of  the word tov, 
meaning “good.” Thus, the Torah is hinting that, at this early age, Joseph had reached a state of  “goodness.”

What was unique about Joseph’s spiritual state at this time? The Torah says: Yosef  … ha’yah ro’eh et echav ba’tzon, 
which literally means, “Joseph … was a shepherd of  his brothers with the sheep.” Probably every English 
edition of  the Book of  Genesis translates this as “Joseph … tended the sheep of  his brothers.” Or something 
similar.  But is that what the Torah means? If  the Torah meant that, should it not have re-ordered the words 
to read, ha’yah ro’eh ba’tzon et echav? 

It seems that the Torah does want us to get the idea that while tending the sheep, Joseph also tended his 
brothers. 

The Baal Shem Tov, the 18th century founder of  the Chassidic Movement, explains that the Torah is not 
simply telling us that Joseph was a shepherd (like all shepherds), but it is revealing to us Joseph’s tremendous 
achievement. For the word ro’eh means both “shepherd” and “friend.” The reason a shepherd is called a ro’eh 
tzon is because he gathers, unites and bonds the sheep together in one area, and makes sure that they do not 
scatter all over. And this is, too, what a friend does – he unites and bonds with another and tends to his needs.

3. A Friend Indeed (Story)

Now I would like to tell you a story about friendship, which illustrates how a friend in need is a friend indeed.

One day, when Joe was a freshman in high school, he saw a boy from his class walking home from school. 
That boy’s name was Sam, and it looked to Joe like he was carrying home all of  his schoolbooks. Joe thought 
to himself, “Why would anyone bring home all his books on a Friday? He must really be a nerd.”

1 Genesis 37:2.
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Joe, himself, had quite a weekend planned (parties and a football game with his friends the following after-
noon), so he shrugged his shoulders and went on.

As he was walking, Joe saw a bunch of  kids running toward Sam. They ran at him, knocking all his books out 
of  his arms and tripping him so he landed in the dirt. His glasses went flying. He looked up and Joe saw a 
terrible sadness in his eyes.

Joe’s heart went out to boy. He jogged over to him, and as he crawled around looking for his glasses, crying.

Joe found the glasses for Sam and tried to make him feel better, “Those guys are jerks. They really should get 
lives.”

Sam looked at him and said, “Hey, thanks!” There was a big smile on his face. It was one of  those smiles that 
showed real gratitude. Joe helped him pick up his books and asked him where he lived. It turned out that Sam 
lived nearby, so Joe asked him why they had never met before. Sam said he had gone to private school before 
coming to this school.

Joe would have never hung out with a private school kid before. But as they walked home together, Joe realized 
that Sam was a pretty cool kid. So Joe asked him if  he wanted to play football on the weekend with Joe’s gang. 
Sam said yes. They hung all weekend and the more Joe got to know Sam, the more he liked him. 

Monday morning came, and there was Sam going to school with that huge stack of  books again. Joe stopped 
him and said, “Damn boy, you are gonna really build some serious muscles with this pile of  books everyday!” 
Sam just laughed and handed Joe half  the books. 

Over the next four years, Sam and Joe became best friends.

When they were seniors, they began to think about college. Sam decided on Georgetown, and Joe went to 
Duke. Joe knew that we would always be friends, that the miles would never be a problem. Sam was going to 
be a doctor, and Joe was going for a business degree on a football scholarship. Sam was valedictorian of  their 
high school class.

Joe teased Sam about the speech he had to prepare; he was glad it wasn’t him who would have to get up there 
and speak.

Graduation day arrived. Joe saw Sam and he looked great. He was one of  those guys that really found himself  
during high school. He filled out and actually looked good in glasses. All the girls loved him! Sometimes that 
made Joe jealous but he was happy for his friend too.

Joe saw that Sam was nervous about his speech. And so he encouraged him: 

“Hey, big guy, you’ll be great!”
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Sam looked at Joe with one of  those looks (the really grateful one) and smiled. “Thanks,” he said. 

As he started his speech, he cleared his throat, and began. “Graduation is a time to thank those who helped 
you make it through those tough years. Your parents, your teachers, your siblings, maybe a coach ... but mostly 
your friends. I am here to tell all of  you that being a friend to someone is the best gift you can give them. I am 
going to tell you a story.”

Joe stared at his friend in disbelief  as he told the story of  the first day they met. That day Sam had planned 
to kill himself. He cleaned out his locker so his Mom wouldn’t have to do it later and was carrying his stuff  
home. As he confessed this, Sam looked hard at Joe and gave him a little smile. “Thankfully, I was saved. My 
friend saved me from doing the unspeakable.”

A gasp went through the crowd as this handsome, popular boy told all about his weakest moment. Sam’s Mom 
and Dad were looking at Joe and smiling that same grateful smile. Not until that moment did Joe realize its 
depth.

“Friends,” Sam concluded, “are angels who lift us to our feet when our wings have trouble remembering how 
to fly.”

4. The Rebbe as Friend (Story)

A touching story with the Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem Mendel Schneerson, illustrates the point 
further.

This is especially appropriate as we come from Yud Tes Kislev (this past Thursday), when we celebrated the 
Alter Rebbe’s liberation from prison -- which has become known as the Rosh Hashana of  Chassidus. Many 
people wonder what is the role of  a Rebbe? What is the meaning of  Chassidus? This story captures an essen-
tial component of  the Rebbe’s role.

A skeptic once came to see the Rebbe in a private audience. Sensing the discomfort of  the visitor, the Rebbe 
asked him if  he there is anything he, the Rebbe, can do to put him at ease. 

The man replied that it would be helpful if  the Rebbe can tell him why people respect the Rebbe so much and 
come from far and wide to see him. “I am here,” said the gentleman, “due to the suggestion of  one of  my 
colleagues. But frankly, I don’t understand what a Rebbe is.”

The Rebbe looked at him with a warm smile, and in a low voice and very gentle tone (that’s how the visitor 
described it later), the Rebbe said to him: “A Rebbe is a friend, a very close friend.”

Surprised, the man said, “Is that all?! I have many friends. What makes a Rebbe special?” Without hesitation, 
the Rebbe replied: “Allow me please to define the meaning of  a friend, and then tell me how many friends
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you have.”

“A friend,” the Rebbe explained, “is someone you can speak with as if  you are speaking with yourself  – with 
no defenses and no fears. Someone you can totally trust and be transparent with. Someone you can bare your 
soul to and never feel judged.”

The Rebbe paused. “How many friends like that do you have?”

“Not one,” admitted the man, “not one single person in my life fits that description.” 

5. A Lonely Life

Many of  us can say the same. We have no friends like that. We live a lonely life in a lonely world. And here, 
too, the Torah adds words of  illumination. In describing Joseph looking for his brothers, it tells us: 

Then a man found him [Joseph] who was wandering in the field, and the man asked him, “What are you 
looking for?” And he said, “I am looking for my brothers. Please tell me, where are they?”2 

Who of  us has not been in this position during the course of  our journeys? Who of  us has not felt lost at 
times, wandering about, looking for something – for answers, for direction, for anything. Very often we are 
looking for our families – for our brothers… 

They may be our flesh and blood, but often they are not there for us, leaving us feeling abandoned…

And then we meet a “man” – a stranger – and he asks us: “What are you looking for?” 

“I am looking for my brothers.”

Despite his loneliness, despite his brother’s animosity toward him – which led to their plot to sell him into 
slavery – Joseph loved them deeply. And, despite the risks, he continued to search in order to find his brothers. 

6. Loyalty

Friendship also means loyalty.

In ancient Greece, Socrates was reputed to hold knowledge in high esteem. One day one fellow met the 
great philosopher and said, “Do you know what I just heard about your friend?”

“Hold on a minute,” Socrates replied. “Before telling me anything I’d like you to pass a little test. It’s called 
the Triple Filter Test.”

2 Genesis 37:16-17.
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“Triple filter?” “That’s right,” Socrates continued. “Before you talk to me about my friend, it might be 
a good idea to take a moment and filter what you’re going to say. That’s why I call it the triple filter test.

“The first filter is Truth. Have you made absolutely sure that what you are about to tell me is true?” “No,” 
the man said, “actually I just heard about it and...” “All right,” said Socrates. “So you don’t know if  it’s true 
or not.

“Now let’s try the second filter, the filter of  Goodness. Is what you are about to tell me about my friend 
something good?” “No, on the contrary...”. “So,” Socrates continued, “you want to tell me something bad 
about him, but you’re not certain it’s true.

“You may still pass the test though, because there’s one filter left: the filter of  Usefulness. Is what you 
want to tell me about my friend going to be useful to me?” “No, not really.” “Well,” concluded Socrates, 
“if  what you want to tell me is neither true nor good nor even useful, why tell it to me at all?”

True friendship means standing by your friend even when it isn’t popular or comfortable. Being there for your 
friend when time are tough.

7. Don’t Wait to be a Friend
What we learn from Joseph is that we ought not wait until people are nice to us to extend love and friend-
ship to others.

Joseph inspires and empowers each of  us to love and unite with our brothers. Broadly this means all our 
brothers and sisters of  the world, but it doesn’t preclude our biological brothers.

However, like everything precious, being and friend and seeking out a friend, takes effort and courage. The 
good news is that Joseph pioneered and paved the way for us. His efforts to reach his brothers with love and 
friendship opened the door for all of  us.

Friendship also means loyalty.

Even when faced with hostility and apathy, we can reach, we can and must be proactive, and we can break 
through and not only bring friendship into this lonely world, but also eliminate the dark and hostile forces 
of  resistance.
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8. Friends Not Just Brothers

At first, Joseph was not successful. But at the end of  the story Joseph’s perseverance prevails – and the brothers 
do reconcile and live out their lives in deep friendship and love. Not just as brothers, but as friends.

Joseph wanted to not just be their brother, but also their friend. When Joseph first offered friendship to his broth-
ers, they were not ready.

Today, when someone offers you their hand in friendship – are you ready?

And even when you may feel alone in the world, are you extending you hand in friendship to others?

In our complicated world perhaps what is needed most, what will tip the scales, is simply one thing: taking the 
initiative and being a friend to others.

In our self-interest driven world, perhaps this is the call of  our times – a call that should ring from one end of  the 
world to the next: Be a friend.

Amen.
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